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PETMATE® TO UNVEIL NEW JACKSON GALAXY™ PRODUCTS AT SUPERZOO  

Showcase includes Jackson sharing insights as trusted cat behaviorist  

 

(Las Vegas, Nev.) July 2, 2015 – Petmate, the worldwide leader of solutions and excellence in the pet 

industry providing fun trusted, quality products to enhance the lives of pets and their families, will 

unveil the newest items added to the Jackson Galaxy™ collection of cat products at SuperZoo 2015 

in Las Vegas, Nevada.  Jackson will be on hand opening day of the tradeshow to promote the much 

anticipated products and share his longstanding knowledge as a trusted expert cat behaviorist at 

the Petmate booth.   

 

“The Jackson Galaxy Collection brings a welcomed refresh to the cat products arena, where 

innovation was very much needed,” said Chris Wilson, executive vice president of marketing and 

product development for Petmate. “Our growing relationship with Jackson continues to provide the 

highest quality toys and accessories, focusing on cat behavior and their unique needs.”  

 

The new products are an extension of the original Jackson Galaxy Collection by Petmate, which 

focuses on animal behavior and cats as the heroes during play. The product line will continue to 

speak to natural cat behaviors – Hunt, Catch, Kill, Eat, Groom and Sleep.  Galaxy is the star of Animal 

Planet’s “My Cat from Hell.” He is also the best-selling author of “Cat Daddy: What the World’s Most 

Incorrigible Cat Taught Me About Life, Love and Coming Clean” and “Catification: Designing a 

Happy and Stylish Home for Your Cat (and You!).” 

 

About Petmate 

Founded in 1963, and headquartered in Arlington, Texas, Petmate is passionate about providing fun, 

trusted quality products worldwide to enhance the lives of pets and their families. The company’s 

vision, to be the worldwide leader of solutions and excellence in the pet industry, encapsulates its 

commitment to deliver award-winning, innovative ideas daily to each of its product categories 

including bedding, kennels, dog houses, feeding and watering products, litter maintenance 

products, toys, collars, leads and travel. Petmate’s portfolio of pet, family-favorite brands include 

Aspen Pet, Chuckit!, Dogzilla, Jackson Galaxy and JW. For more information, visit 

www.petmate.com.   
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